Two cases will be considered: (1) the sequence converges to a finite value as iV->oo ; (2) lim^ooiV 1 ' 2 /^ = 00. In case (1) we shall obtain for any positive constants a and b the limit values of 
<max(S^, ••• ,S NN ) < aN"*}
as N-> 00. In case (2), we shall obtain for any real value c the limit of as iV-> 00. In the particular case when JUJV = 0 and a = 6, the limit values of (1.2) and (1.3) were recently obtained by Erdös and Kac [l] . 1 The case when [INT^O, especially when /i^iV 1/2 converges to a finite value, is of particular importance in the theory of sequential tests of statistical hypotheses. It will be seen in §3 that the limit distribution of the number of observations required by a sequential probability ratio test can immediately be obtained from the limit values of (1.2) and (1.3), and vice versa.
2.
Proof that the limit values of (1.2) and (1.3) do not depend on the distribution of the X's. It will be assumed in this section that JXNN 112 converges to a finite value as i V-•> 00. The independence of the limit values of (1.2) and (1.3) of the distribution of the X's was proved by Erdös and Kac [l] in the special case when HN = 0 and a = 6. To deal with the more general case considered here, we shall follow essentially their method of proof. Let k be a positive integer, and let (2.1) 
This inequality can be written as 
If the distribution of the X's is such that \XN%\ is constant, limAr" a0 Pjv(a) exists and is a continuous function of a, as will be seen in §3. Let P{a) denote this limit. Using the arguments given by Erdös and Kac [l, pp. 295-296], one can show that inequality (2.13) implies that for any arbitrary distribution of the X's we have (2.14) lim P N (a) = P(a).
It will be seen in §3 that also limj^ooiV^a, b) =P*(a, b) exists and is a continuous function of a and b when the X's are distributed such that \X ni \ is constant. The proof that lim^ooPiv*^, b) =P*(a, b) for any arbitrary distribution of the X's can be carried out in exactly the same manner as that of (2.14).
3. Determination of the limit values of (1.2) and (1.3) when the distribution of the X y s is such that | X N i\ is constant. 3 In this section it will be assumed that \X Ni \ is constant and that N 1,2 IJLN converges to a finite value as JV->&. The limits of (1.2) and (1.3) as N-»<*> can easily be obtained from some results in the theory of sequential tests of statistical hypotheses (see [2] 
and [3]).
The sequential probability ratio test for testing a statistical hypothesis Ho against an alternative hypothesis Hi is defined as follows: Let Hi be the hypothesis that the elementary probability law of the random variable X under consideration is equal tofi(x) (i = 0, 1). Let z = log and
where Xk denotes the feth observation on x. Thus, Z\ y 22, • • • , ad inf. 3 This problem is intimately connected with a discrete model for the Brownian motion of a particle moving in a field of constant force (that is, gravity). Let a particle starting from the origin move along the #-axis in such a way that in each step it can move Ax to the right or Ax to the left with respective probabilities p and g = l-p. Let the duration of each step be At. This random walk becomes a model of the Brownian motion in a field of constant force in the limit when Ax-»0, At->0 f 2£_i_»0 in such a way that (Ax) 2 /2At=*D, (2p -l)/2Ax*=c/4D where c and D are physical constants. The problem of finding the probability that the particle should remain in an interval around the origin during a time interval (0, t) is equivalent to the problem of finding the limit value of (1.3) when | X Ni \ is constant.
The limit values of (1.2) and (1.3) are obtained here without difficulty from some previous results of the author [2] . In a subsequent publication [4] , M. Kac treated the special case of a free particle (c=0) using an interesting and entirely different method of attack. His method could be extended to treat also the case when cj^O. It has been shown in [2] that for all points / in the complex plane for which the absolute value of </>(/) =E(e zt ) is not less than 1, the following identity holds :
Assume now that z can take only two values, g and -g (g>0). Let p denote the probability that z = g. Then the expected value of z is equal to where r is a purely imaginary variable. Since the absolute value of <t>[h(r)] = e-<* 2 ' 2 * 2 )* is equal to 1, we may substitute /,(r) for t in (3.1). We then obtain (3.7) £(**»*«*>«•") = 1 (i = 1, 2).
For any random variable u and any relation R let E(u\R) denote 
E(e™) = ^I(T) + *I(T) (3.9) e o[alg]h(T) _|_ e -gV>lg)t2(T) _ e g[alg]t 2 (r) __ g-f [&/f]*i(r) ~~ ^[a/^]<i(r)-«r[6/y]«2(T) _ e 0[a/f]< 2 (r)-f [&/f)*i(r)
We shall be interested in the limiting case when /x and cr take a sequence of values such that uniformly over any finite r-interval as /*, cr and /*/<r 2 approach the limit values given in (3.10). Hence the characteristic function of m given in (3.9) converges to uniformly over any finite r-interval as /x, a and /x/o* 2 approach the limit values given in (3.10).
The characteristic function yf/{r) has been inverted in [2] yielding the limit distribution of m. Denote this limit distribution by F(u), that is, F(u) = prob {m <u} where m is a random variable whose characteristic function is equal to t^(r). The value of F(u) depends on the constants ad and bd, since these constants are involved in the characteristic function ^(r). To put this dependence in evidence, we shall also use the symbol F(u\ ad, bd).
We (3 19)
It follows from (3.18) that Hence, because of (3.19), we have
tf=*oo
The existence and continuity of P*(a, b\ 0) = limjv..oo PN ( a > &| 0) follows from the above equation and the continuity of lim sup^-» P# (a, &| 0) and lim infiv«oo PJJ(a, &|0). Hence, because of (3.18), we have We can summarize the results of this section in the following theorem.
THEOREM. If lim^oo iiNN ll2 = d7*0, the limit value of the probability (1.3) is given by where m is a random variable whose characteristic function is given in (3.13). If d = 0, the limit value of (1.3) is equal to lim^o P*(a, b For any finite valued j the limit valueof (1.2) isegwaZ/0lim &=soo P*(a, b If d>O, the limit value of (1.2) is given explicitly in (3.26).
d). d).
4. Derivation of the limit value of (1.4) when Km/** iV 1/2 = <*>. In this section we shall determine the limit value of the probability QN(C) defined in (1.4) assuming that (4.1) lim
We can assume without loss of generality that fx N > 0 for all N. Let r be a positive number and let X(iV) be a positive integral-valued function of N such that 
